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Week starting

24th May

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Signed

Off

Monday English History PE

Tuesday Maths Geography Art

Wednesday Biology Spanish Drama

Thursday Chemistry Design & Tech Music

Friday Bank Holiday

You are expected to spend at least an hour on homework each day.  This should be shared between the subjects on the 

timetable.  Each day use a page of your exercise book to evidence your work:  half a page per subject.

You should also spend at least 20 minutes reading each day. 

Homework Timetable

Year 9 Summer 1 Knowledge Organiser 2021
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Week starting

19th April

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Signed

Off

Monday INSET DAY

Tuesday Maths Geography Art

Wednesday Biology Spanish Drama

Thursday Chemistry Design & Tech Music

Friday Physics Comp Sci

Week starting

26th April

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Signed

Off

Monday English History PE

Tuesday Maths Geography Art

Wednesday Biology Spanish Drama

Thursday Chemistry Design & Tech Music

Friday Physics Comp Sci

Week starting

3rd May

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Signed

Off

Monday Bank Holiday

Tuesday Maths Geography Art

Wednesday Biology Spanish Drama

Thursday Chemistry Design & Tech Music

Friday Physics Comp Sci

Week starting

10th May

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Signed

Off

Monday English History PE

Tuesday Maths Geography Art

Wednesday Biology Spanish Drama

Thursday Chemistry Design & Tech Music

Friday Physics Comp Sci

Week starting

17th May

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Signed

Off

Monday English History PE

Tuesday Maths Geography Art

Wednesday Biology Spanish Drama

Thursday Chemistry Design & Tech Music

Friday Physics Comp Sci
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Key terminology Definition

Pathos The effects on the audience are 
feelings of sadness and sympathy.

Irony Using language that normally 
signifies the opposite, typically for 
humorous
or emphatic effect.

Dramatic Irony Something is understood or known 
by the audience but not by
the characters in the play.

Monologue one character speaking – A speech. 

Motif A dominant or recurring image or 
idea in a text

Foreshadowing When the writer gives a hint of  
what is to come in the text later on.

Juxtaposition Two opposite ideas are near each 
other in a piece of writing.

Analysing texts
We use the what, how, why structure to analyse texts.

WHAT has the writer 

done?

The writer has:

depicted/ illustrated/ portrayed/ 

presented/ repeated/ focused 

upon…

HOW has the writer done 

this?

Using the adjective/verb/

imagery/noun “__________” which 

suggests ______________

WHY has the writer done 

this?

Perhaps the writer wanted to:

Criticise/teach/demonstrate/ 

warn/entertain

The writer might also have wanted

the reader to:

Feel (insert emotion) because…

Empathise with…because

Understand that…because…

English Y9 Summer Term

Tier 2 Vocabulary Definition

Antagonistic Showing opposition or 

hostility

.

Authority The power to give orders 

and make decisions.

Contention Heated disagreement.

Contradictory Mutually opposed or 

inconsistent.

Discordance A lack of agreement or 

consistency.

Incongruent Incompatible with 
something else.

Intimidation The act of frightening or 

overawing someone.

Persuasion The act of convincing 

someone.

Power The ability or capacity to 
do something or act in a 
particular
way.

Outsider A person who does not 

belong to a particular 

organisation or 

profession.

Inequality The quality of being 

unequal or uneven.

Blood Brothers Context:
Set in the 1950s – 1980s, and written/ developed in 
the 1980s, Blood Brothers draws the audience’s 
attention to the detrimental effect that social 
inequality can have on people’s lives. There was a 
large gap between working and middle class in 
Britain. Liverpool depended heavily on traditional 
industries, so it was badly hit by the industrial 
decline in the late twentieth century. Blood Brothers 
was completed in 1981, two years after Thatcher 
became Prime Minister. Thatcher’s decision to leave 
Liverpool to ‘managed decline’ meant 30% of the 
workforce became unemployed, emphasising the 
differences between the upper and lower classes. 
Marilyn Monroe was a famous Hollywood film 
actress in the 1950s. She was known for being 
glamourous, however she tragically died young.

Non Fiction Context: 
MLK Speech ‘I Have a Dream’
Martin Lither King was an American Christian minister and
activist who became the most visible spokesperson and
leader in the Civil Rights Movement from 1955 until his
assassination in 1968. King is best known for advancing civil
rights through nonviolence and civil disobedience.

Malcom X Speech ‘Who Taught You to Hate 

Yourself?’
Malcolm X was an American Muslim minister and human
rights activist who was a popular figure during the civil rights
movement. In contrast to MLK, he believed in violent
resistance and rejected the notion of the civil rights
movement for its emphasis on racial integration. He was
assassinated in 1965 when he was shot fifteen times as he
delivered a speech.
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Section A: Key Vocabulary

Linear Graphs 

Vocabulary

Definition

Coordinates Written in pairs. The first term is 
the x-coordinate (movement 
across). The second term is the y-
coordinate (movement up or 
down)

A : (4,7)
B:(-6,-3)

Linear Graph Straight line graph.

The general equation of a linear 

graph is

𝒚 = 𝒎𝒙+ 𝒄

where 𝒎 is the gradient and 𝑐 is the 

y-intercept.
Midpoint of a line Method 1: add the x coordinates 

and divide by 2, add the y 

coordinates and divide by 2

Method 2: Sketch the line and find 

the values half way between the 

two x and two y values. 
Gradient The gradient of a line is how steep it 

is.

Gradient =  

𝑪𝒉𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒚

𝑪𝒉𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒙
=
𝑹𝒊𝒔𝒆

𝑹𝒖𝒏

The gradient can be positive 

(sloping upwards) or negative 

(sloping downwards)

Parallel lines Linear graphs with the same 

gradient

Section B : Linear Graphs

Examples of straight line graphs 

𝑥 = 𝑦

𝑦 = 4

𝑥 = −2

𝑦 = 2𝑥 − 7

𝑦 + 𝑥 = 10

Method 1: Table of Values. Construct a table of values to 

calculate coordinates. Method 

2: Gradient-Intercept Method (use when the equation is in the 

form 𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐) 1. Plots the y-

intercept 2. Using the 

gradient, plot a second point. 3. Draw a line 

through the two points plotted. Method 3: Cover-

Up Method (use when the equation is in the form 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏𝑦 =

𝑐) 1. Cover the 𝑥

term and solve the resulting equation. Plot this on the 𝑥 −

𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠. 2. Cover the 

𝑦 term and solve the resulting equation. Plot this on the 𝑦 −

𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠.

MATHS FOUNDATION Summer 1

Section C; Equation of a line
How to find the gradient 

Gradient =  

𝑪𝒉𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒚

𝑪𝒉𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒙
=
𝑹𝒊𝒔𝒆

𝑹𝒖𝒏

Finding the equation of a 

line given a gradient and a 

point

Substitute in the gradient 

(m) and point (x,y) in to 

the equation 𝒚 = 𝒎𝒙+ 𝒄

and solve for c.

Find the equation of the 

line with gradient 4 passing 

through (2,7).

𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐

7 = 4 × 2 + 𝑐

𝑐 = −1

𝑦 = 4𝑥 − 1

Finding the equation of a 

line given two points. 

Use the two points to 

calculate the gradient. 

Then repeat the method 

above using the gradient 

and either of the points.

Find the equation of the 

line passing through (6,11) 

and (2,3)

𝑚 =
11 − 3

6 − 2
= 2

𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐

11 = 2 × 6 + 𝑐

𝑐 = −1

𝑦 = 2𝑥 − 1



Topic/Skill Definition/Tips Example

Expression A group of terms without an equals 3a + 2c – d

Equation Contains an equals sign and at least 
one variable and the value(s) can be 
found

12x – 5 = 31

Identity Will be true for every possible value 
of  the variable 

2(x + 3) = 2x + 6

Formula Contains more than one variable 
where you use the value of one to 
work out the other

v = u +at

A = ½bh

Substitution Replacing one or more letters with 
numbers – remember BIDMAS

3a + 7b (a=-2, b=5)
3 x -2 + 7 x 5

-6    +    35
29

Expanding 
Single 
Brackets

Multiply out brackets by multiplying 
whatever is on the outside by 
everything on the inside

4(x+5) = 4x+20
3b(b-2) = 3b2 - 6b  

Factorising The opposite of expansion – putting an 
expression back into brackets. Find the 
highest factor of all terms to go 
outside bracket

5n + 20 = 5(n + 4)
8xy + 2x = 2x(4y + 1)

Expanding 
Double
Brackets

Use the foil (parrot) method or grid 
method to expand two brackets with 

(x+3)(x-5) = x2-2x-15
See methods below

Year 9 Maths Summer 1 H Topic/Skill Definition/Tips Example

Quadratic 
Factorisation

Putting a expression of the form 
ax2+bx+c into double brackets
Find 2 numbers that sum to b 
and multiply to c

x2 + 2x - 15 = (x + 5)(x - 3)

Difference of 
Two Squares

Any expression of this form will 
be factorised to be...
x2 - a2 = (x + a)(x- a)

x2 – 9 = (x + 3)(x – 3)
4x2 – 49 = (2x + 7)(2x - 7)

Factorising
ax2 + bx + c
(a  > 1)

Multiply a & c. Find values that 
sum to b and multiply to ac.
Split the middle term into these 
values and factorise each half. 
Collect the terms.

3x2 + 8x + 4       +: 8, x: 12     
3x2 + 6x + 2x + 4        6&2
3x(x + 2) + 2(x + 2)
(3x + 2)(x + 2)

Changing the 
subject

“Make m the subject” means 
rearrange to the form m = ...

Make r the subject of:
z = 12r -16
↓↓↓↓↓
r = (z+16)/12 

Circumference 
& Area of a 
circle

Circum = πd

Area = πr2

C = π x 14 = 44.0cm

A = π x 72 = 153.9cm2

Area of a 
parallelogram

Area = base x height
(perpendicular)

A = 9 x 6 = 54cm2

Area of a 
trapezium

A = ½ (10+9)x8 =76cm2

Arcs & Sector

Arc = 40/360 x π x 12
= 4.19cm

Area = 40/360 x π x 62

= 12.6cm2

Expanding 
Triple
Brackets

Expand 2 of the brackets using a 
method above and then multiple 
that by the other bracket

(x+3)(x-4)(x-10)
=x3-11x2-2x+120



Section E: Exchange surface: fish gills

Section B: Exchange surface: villi 

Section D: A diagram showing active transport 

Section A: Key vocabulary

Key word Definition

Osmosis
The movement of water particles from an area of 
high concentration to an area of low concentration 
through a partially permeable membrane

Active transport
The movement of particles from an area of low 
concentration to an area of high concentration. This 
requires energy. 

Diffusion
The movement of particles from an area of high 
concentration to an area of low concentration

Concentration 
gradient

The difference in concentration of particles between 
two areas. 

Partially permeable 
membrane 

A membrane that is permeable (lets molecules pass 
through) to some molecules

Surface area
The area of on object exposed to the ‘outside’/to 
outermost part 

Cells The smallest functional unit of an organism.

Tissues
a group of structurally and functionally similar cells 
and their intercellular material.

Organ
a collection of tissues that structurally form a 
functional unit specialized to perform a particular 
function.

Organ system
a group of organs that work together as a 
biological system to perform one or more functions.

GCSE Biology (Combined and separates) Topic 1: Cell transport

Section C: Exchange surface: alveoli 

Section F: Levels of organisation



Section A: Key Vocabulary

Tier 2 Keywords Definition

Atom The smallest part of an element 

containing  protons, neutrons and 

electrons

Ion A charged atom either positive  or 

negative.

Ionic bonds A chemical bond formed between 

oppositely charged ions 

Covalent bonds The bonds formed when atoms join 

together by sharing electrons

Metallic bond The bonding found  in metals where 

the atoms donate electrons to give a 

‘sea ‘of electrons and metal ions

Malleable Capable of being hammered into 

shapes without smashing – a 

property  of metals

Tier 3 Keywords Definition

Electrostatic force Force of attraction between 

oppositely charges  ions  in  an ionic 

bond

Transition metals The large block of metallic elements  

in the middle of the periodic table 

Smart alloy  An alloy which returns to its original 

shape  when it is heated.

Ductile When metals can be pulled into 

wires

Cation Name given to positively charged 

metal ions 

Anion Name given to a negatively charged 

non-metal ion  

Alloy A metallic substance formed by 

combing two or more metals

Delocalised

electrons 

Electrons which are free  to move in  

a ‘sea’ of elections in the metal 

structure

GCSE Chemistry (Combined and separates)

Section C: Covalent Bonding 

• Covalent bonds are formed when atoms share 

electrons.

• Many substances  containing covalent bonds 

consist of molecules, but some have giant 

covalent structures.

• When non-metal atoms react together, they 

need fill their outer shells in order to become 

stable.

• They can only do this if they share electrons with 

each other 

• The atoms share electrons so there is a strong 

force that joins the atoms together. This is called 

a  covalent bond.

Section D: Metallic Bonding  

• Delocalised electrons in metals allow them to 

conduct electricity and carry the charge.

Section B: Ionic Bonding 

• Metals lose electrons to form positive ions.

• Mon-metals gain electrons to form negative ions

• Ionic compounds are held together by strong 

forces of attraction  between oppositely  

charged ions 

• Ionic compound shave high melting and boiling 

points 

• The strong electrostatic force of attraction 

between the ions  gives rise to high melting and 

boiling points in ionic compounds.  

• Ionic compounds only conduct electricity when 

they are molten and the ions are free to move.

• Ionic compounds  exist as a crystal lattice of ions 

and so cannot conduct electricity when solid as 

the ions are not free to move.

Topic: Bonding
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Section A: Key Vocabulary

Tier 2 

Vocabulary
Definition

Force 
Make objects move or change 
shape. Measured in Newtons (N) 

Vector 
Quantities with both magnitude 
(size) and direction. 
e.g. Force, Velocity 

Scalar Quantities with only magnitude 
(size).

e.g. Speed, Distance

Contact Force When two objects have to be 

touching for the force to act.

e.g. Friction, Air resistance, Tension

Non-contact 

Force
When two objects don’t have to be 

touching for the force to act.

e.g. Magnetism, Weight,

Mass The amount of matter usually
measured in kg.

Weight The force due to gravity that
acts on an object. Measured in N.

Spring constant A measure of the stiffness of a 
spring. The greater the spring 
constant, the stiffer the spring.

Limit of 

proportionality

The point at which extension is
no longer proportional to force.

Linear 

Relationship

A graph where both variables
produce a straight line.

Non Linear
Relationship

A graph where the two
variables are not a straight line.

Proportional When two quantities change by
the same amount

GCSE Physics

Section D- Required practical

Method:
1. Set up your apparatus as in the diagram making 

sure that:
• the ruler is vertical. The zero on the scale 

needs to be at the same height as the 
top of the spring

• a marker is attached securely to the 
bottom of the spring. Make sure this is 
horizontal and rests against the scale of 
the ruler.

2. Take a reading on the ruler – this is the length of 
the unstretched spring. Record this reading in 
your results table.

3. Carefully hook the base of the weight stack onto 
the bottom of the spring. This weighs 1.0 N. 

4. Take a reading on the ruler – this is the length of 
the spring when a force of 1.0 N is applied to it.

5. Add further weights, 1N at a time. Measure and 
record the length of the spring each time.

Topic: Forces

Section B: Calculations

Work done

𝑊 = 𝐹𝑠

W= Work done (J)

F= Force (N)

s=Distance moved (m)

Hookes law

𝐹 = 𝑘 × 𝑒

F=Force (N)

k= Spring constant (N/m)

e= Extension (m)

Weight

𝑊 = 𝑚 × 𝑔

W= Weight (N)

m= mass (kg)

g= Gravitational field strength (N/kg)

Gravitational field strength on Earth= 9.8 N/kg

Section C: Hooke’s law

When you apply a force to 

an object it may stretch, 

compress or bend.

Work is done to stretch or 

compress the object, 

transferring to the elastic 

potential energy store.

The extension of a 

stretched spring is directly 

proportional to the force

applied up to point P.

P is the limit of 

proportionality. The graph 

curves after this point.

6. Calculate the 
extension for each 
weight and record 
it on the table.

7. Plot a graph of 
Force (y axis) 
against Extension 
(x axis) for your 
spring.
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Key Vocabulary

Blitzkreig Lightning war,” blitzkrieg is a military tactic designed to 

use fast, mobile units to break through the weak points in 

the enemy defence. It is all about power and speed.

Turning Point A time at which a major change in a situation or event 

occurs, especially one with beneficial results.

Operation Sealion The German code name for the invasion of Britain

The Blitz The German bombing campaign against British towns and 

cities

Operation 

Barbarossa

The German codename for the Invasion of the Soviet 

Union.

Operation Overlord The Allied codename for the invasion of Nazi Occupied 

France.

D-Day 6th June 1944. The day the allies invaded Nazi occupied 

France.

Was Dunkirk a success or failure for Britain?

‘Dunkirk was a success!!!’ - 27th May – 4 June 338,000 British (BEF) & French troops 
evacuated from Dunkirk (incl. 139,000 Fr.). Original target 50,000. 860 Naval & privately 
owned vessels carried troops to Dover & south coast. Fine weather. RAF provided air 
cover against Goering’s Luftwaffe.
Churchill praised Dunkirk as a success and used it to rally the British public. His famous 
‘we shall fight them on the beaches speech’ was about Dunkirk.

‘Dunkirk was a failure!!!’ - 68,000 BEF casualties. 1,200 field guns, 1,250 anti-aircraft 

guns, 11,000 machine guns, 75,000 vehicles abandoned (incl.475 tanks). Germans fully 

expected GB to make peace. Hitler didn’t want war with Britain. He respected their 

Empire. He believed that Dunkirk was the beginning of the end of the war as his Blitzkrieg 

tactic shook Western Europe within an inch of defeat.

HISTORY        The Second World War

Why was there a Battle of Britain?

Why was there a Battle of Britain? - In May 1940, Germany invaded 
France. The French and British armies were overpowered by the German 
blitzkrieg. Towards the end of May, in a daring rescue attempt, ships 
from England picked up 300,000 British and French soldiers from Dunkirk. 
Britain stood alone against the might of Germany’s armed forces;

What was the German plan? - For Blitzkrieg to work, the Luftwaffe (The 
German air force) had to destroy the RAF, to prevent it shooting at 
German troops who were supposed to land in Britain. The Luftwaffe, led 
by Herman Göring, had more than double the amount of aircraft 
available to the British RAF (who only had 600 planes) and a lot more 
pilots.

The results of the Battle of Britain - The Battle was a real turning point in 
the war. Germany had not lost a battle before they tried to invade 
Britain. After the invasion failed, Hitler ordered the Luftwaffe to begin 
bombing British cities. Churchill, used the victory to promote a new 
propaganda campaign to boost public morale. Britain, for now, had won.

Key Dates

June 1919 Treaty of Versailles

September

1939

German invasion of Poland

June 1940 Dunkirk

July-Oct

1940

Battle of Britain

Sept 1940-

May 1941

The Blitz

June 1941-

Dec 1941

German invasion of Russia

December 

1941

Pearl Harbour

June 1944 D-Day

August 

1945

US drops atomic bomb on Japan

Sept 1945 End of Second World War



Geography – Weather
Section B: Key Information

2. Why does climate vary around the world?

Section A: Key Terms

Air Mass An Air Mass is a large volume of air which 

travels from one area to another. 

The weather an air mass brings is determined 

by the region it has come from and the type of 

surface it has moved over.

Altitude Like elevation, it means distance above sea 

level.

Biomes Global scale ecosystems characterised by 

similar climate and plants, and animals. 

Climate the average weather over a period of 30 years 

Climate 

Change 

when global temperatures begin to rise due to 

too much heat being trapped by green house 

gases

Cold front Where a cold air mass is replacing a warmer air 

mass

Continental

ity

A measure of the difference between climate 

over continents and over the water, 

characterised by warmer temperatures that 

occur over land compared with water.

Cumulonim

bus clouds

Dense, towering vertical cloud observed during 

a storm

Extreme 

weather 

A weather event that is significantly different 

from the average.

Greenhous

e Effect

The natural process which stops all the heat 

from escaping out into space and stops the 

earth from freezing over.

Latitude The distance of a place north or south of the 

equator, expressed in degrees and minutes. 

The equator is 0, the north and south pole are 

90 degrees N/S of the equator respectively. 

Longitude The distance eat and west of the Greenwich 

meridian line 

Maritime 

influences

The effect of the ocean’s airflow on the climate 

of the surrounding areas. Generally means 

milder temperatures.

Section C: Climate change and Extreme Weather  

1. Weather depressions Causes of Climate Change 

• Changes in the Earth’s orbit
The Earth’s orbit around the Sun is an ellipse, not a circle but 
the ellipse changes shape.
Sometimes it is almost circular and the Earth stays about the 
same distance from the Sun all the way around. 
At other times the ellipse is longer and the Earth moves closer 
and further away from the sun as it orbits.
When the Earth is closer to the sun our climate is warmer
• Volcanic eruption 
When a volcano erupts and throws millions of tonnes of ash 
into the Earth’s atmosphere over a period of several months it 
is likely that the whole of the Earth would become cooler as 
more of the sun’s energy would be reflected back into space.
• Oceans currents 
If ocean currents moved position, the effects would be 
different in different places. Places like the UK would become 
much colder in winter. 
If they stopped altogether, the results are unpredictable, but 
there would be many climate changes around the world.
• Solar radiation 
If the amount of energy arriving from the sun increased, global 
temperatures would increase – the world would get warmer. 
If the amount of energy arriving from the sun decreased, global 
temperatures would decrease – the world would get cooler.

Extreme weather events

• Hurricanes need a lot of heat to form, which is why they 
usually occur over tropical seas (at least 26°C).

• The sun is close to the equator, providing energy to heat 
the ocean.

• The warm ocean heats the air above it causing it to rise 
rapidly.

• Water evaporates quickly from the hot surface of the 
ocean, so the rising air contains great amounts of water 
vapour.

• The rising air starts to spin (anti-clockwise in the northern 
hemisphere)

• The centre of the storm - the eye - is calm.
• As the air rises it cools, condenses and forms 

towering cumulonimbus clouds.
• The rapidly rising air creates an area of intense low 

pressure. The low pressure sucks in air, causing very strong 
winds.

• Once the storm moves over land it starts to lose energy and 
fades
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SPANISH – Spanish Armada 

Section A – La armada 

invencible

Here is some vocabulary to 

help you understand who

was involved and the

context at the time.

Felipe II = King Phillip the

2nd

María I = Mary Tudor

Isabel I = Elizabeth the 1st 

María Estuardo = Mary 

Queen of Scots

Francis Drake = Francis 

Drake

la reina/el rey = queen/king

la mujer = wife

El marido = husband

primo/a = cousin

católico/a = catholic

protestante = protestant

inglés(a) = English

éscoses(a) = Scottish

español(a) = Spanish

casarse = to get married

morir = to die

destronar = to overthrow

invadir = to invade

el barco = boat

la guerra = war

partir = to leave

tener lugar = to take place

llevar al naufragio = to sink

cumplir = to accomplish

Section E – Describing the scene

Use these sentence starters to write a poem to 
describe the battle scene.

Me sentía ... = I was feeling…
Los barcos eran… = the boats were…
Las olas eran… = the waves were…
Las cañones eran… = the canons were…
El cielo era… = the sky was…
Las personas eran + physical adjective… = the
people were…
Las personas estaban + emotion = the people
were…
El ambiente era… = the atmosphere was…
¿Volvimos? = Let’s go back?
Remember to make sure the adjectives agree with

the gender and quantity of the noun you are 
describing. Change o to a for feminine and add s 

for plurals.
enorme = enourmous nublado = cloudy
ahogado = drowned llameante = blazing, burning
ruidoso = noisy rompiente = crashing
asustado = scared agotado = exhausted
escalofriante = spine-tingling oscuro = dark
horroroso = horrifying caótico = chaotic

Section C – The weaknesses and 

successes

Use this vocabualry to help you
understand the failures and the

succeses of the attack.
fracaso = the weakness
el éxito = success
marinero = sailor
comida = food
madera = Wood
tiempo = weather
tormenta = storm
armamento = weapons
puerto = port
fuego = fire
balas de cañón = cannon balls

Section B – Why Spain and England?

Here is some vocabulary to help you understand 

why Spain wanted to attack England.

rico = rich       el comercio = business

ejecutar = to execute     enfadado = angry

amenazar = to threaten    atacar = to attack

permitir = to allow      un país = a country

una isla = an island       el río = river    el arbol = tree

el oro = gold     la amistad = friendship

Section D – The consequences

Las consecuencias = the consequences

Me interesa = I’m interested in

Me fascina = I’m fascinated by

Me mola/chilfa = I love

Me apasiona = I’m passionate about

No me importa = I’m not bothered by

la bandera = the flag

el himno nacional = the national anthem

cantar = to sing    equipo = team

la sociedad = society   conducir = to drive

orgullo = pride      orgulloso/a = proud

Section G – The preterite tense

Use this tense to say what you did in the 

past.

Take away 

the infinitive 

ending AR, 

ER, IR and 

add these 

endings:

yo é í

tú aste iste

él/ella ó ió

nosotros amos imos

vosotros asteis isteis

ellos/ellas aron ieron

Section H – Lo + adjective

Use ‘lo’ with any adjective to mean ’the…thing’.

E.g. Lo interesante es = the interesting thing is

Section I – Debate

Use this frame to argue your opinión of whether the armada was successful or not.

Pienso que 

= I think 

that

Creo que = I 

believe that

En mi 

opinion = In 

my opinion

(no) tuvo

éxito = It 

was (not) 

successful

a causa 

de = 

because 

of

debido a

= due to

gracias a

= thanks 

to

el error por

parte de los

españoles = 

Spanish error

la estrategía de 

los ingleses = 

English strategy

la mala suerte = 

bad luck

porque = 

because 

dado que 

= given 

that

ya que = 

as

Add a 

reason 

here 

Section F – Si + imperfect 

subjunctive
Si la armada tuviera éxito = If the
armada were successful
hablaríamos español = we would speak
Spanish
bailaríamos el flamenco = we would
dance the flamenco
me echaría una siesta los fines de 
semana = I’d have a nap at the weekend
se aprendería el inglés en los colegios = 
we’d learn English at school
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SPANISH – Hispanic Countries Project

Section A – Los países hispanohablantes Section B – Food

Tortilla de patatas (España) – potatoe
omellete
Tacos (México) = tortilla wrap with
meat/vegetables
Asado criollo (Argentina) = meat cooked on
BBQ with special sauces
Ceviche (Perú): marinated fish served with
different vegetables.
Gallo pinto (Costa Rica): rice with red/black
beans
Chiles rellenos (Guatemala): Chile peppers
filled with meat and served with rice.
Sancocho de gallina (Panamá): Chicken and 
vegetable soup.
Bandeja Paisa (Chile): a meal with rice, egg, 
meat, chorizo and other ingredients. 
Guacamole = guacamole sauce
Como= I eat
Me gustaría comer = I’d like to eat.

Section D – Art

La pintura = painting
La arquitectura = architecture
La escultura = sculpting
La literatura = literatura
La danza = dancing
El teatro = theatre
La fotografía = photography
Me interesa…= i’m interested in
Me gustaría conocer… I’d like to 
know…
Quisiera buscar…= I’d like to look 
for
…ya que me interesa = because it
interests me.
…dado que me fastina= because
it fascinates me.

Section C – Music

These music styles are not only from one 

country but played in different.

Flamenco = flamenco

Tango = tango

Reggeatón = reggeatón

Vallenato = vallenato

Bolero = bolero

Salsa = salsa

Bachata = bachata

Pop latino = Latin pop

Merengue = merengue

Música tropical = Tropical music

Cumbia = Cumbia

Escucho = I listen to

Me encanta escuchar = I love listening

Me gustaría escuchar = I’d like to listen

Section F – Sport

Atletismo = athletics
Baloncesto = basketball
Béisbol = beisball
Boxeo = boxing
Ciclismo en ruta = cycling
Fútbol = football
Hockey sobre césped = hockey
Voleibol = volleyball
Voleiplaya = volleyball on the beach
En Perú se practica… = In Perú you
practice…
En Chile se juega al… = In Chile you
play…
En Argentina el hockey es muy 
famoso = In Argentina, hockey is very
popular

Section E – Monuments and Cultures

Machu Picchu (Perú)
Moai de la Isla de Pascua (Chile)
Chichén Itzá (México)
La Alhambra (España)
Monumento a Pachacutec (México)
Las Islas Flotantes (Perú)
Imperio Inca = Incan Empire
Azteca = Aztec civilization
Quechua = Quchua civilization
Me fascina…+ I’m fascinated by
Me encantaría visitar = I’d love to visit…
Me fascina la cultura Inca = I’m fascinated by Incan
culture.
Me interesa La Alhambra ya que es un monumento 
bastante importante = I’m interested in La Alhambra 
because it’s a quite important monument. 

Section G - Questions

¿Qué? = what?
¿Dónde? = Where?
¿Cuándo? = When?
¿Quién? = Who?
¿Por qué? = Why?
¿Cómo? = How? / What…like?
¿Te gusta…? = Do you like…?
¿Qué haces…? = What do you do…?
¿Dónde te gustaría…? = Where
would you like…?
¿Por qué te gusta…? = Why do you
like…?
¿Cuándo comes…? = When do you
eat…?



Physical Education

Start/Finis
h

1500M

High Jump

Discus
How it works
Athletes throw a metal disc weighing 2kg for men, 1kg for women, that is 22cm in diameter for men, and 18cm for 
women, as far as possible while remaining inside a 2.5-metre diameter circle.
In order for the throw to be measured, the discus must land inside a marked sector and the athlete must not leave the 
circle before it has landed, and then only from the rear half of the circle. 
The thrower typically takes one-and-a-half spins before releasing the discus. Athletes will commonly throw four or six 
times per competition. In the event of a tie, the winner will be the athlete with the next-best effort. 
History
Greek poet Homer made reference to the event in The Iliad's description of the funeral games for Patroclus around 
800BC. The discus was introduced as part of the pentathlon in the Ancient Olympics of 708BC (the first Olympics were 
held in 776BC). The enduring image of the Greek discus thrower comes from the iconic 5th century BC statue by the 
great sculptor Myron. 
The men’s discus has been part of every modern Olympics. It was also one of the five disciplines contested when 
women's athletics made its debut at the 1928 Olympic Games in Amsterdam. 

How it works
Runners compete over three-and-three-quarter laps of a 400m track. They make a 
bunched standing start and can break immediately for the inside. 
History
In the USA and Great Britain, the mile (1609m) was a common middle-distance race. 
But the metric 1500m has been contested by men at every Olympic Games since 1896. 
It wasn’t until the 1972 Games in Munich, however, that women raced over this 
distance. 
Did you know
When Hicham El Guerrouj set his world record of 3:26.00 in Rome in 1998 he ran less 
than 55 seconds for each lap. 
Gold standard
North African and Kenyan male athletes have dominated in recent times. But Great 
Britain and the USA also have strong traditions. Among the women, Russia takes the 
fight to the North African nations.

How it works
Competitors jump unaided and take off from one foot over a four-metre long horizontal bar. They seek to 
clear the greatest height without knocking the bar to the ground.
All competitors have three attempts per height, although they can elect to ‘pass’, i.e. advance to a greater 
height despite not having cleared the current one. Three consecutive failures at the same height, or 
combination of heights, cause a competitor’s elimination.
If competitors are tied on the same height, the winner will have had the fewest failures at that height. If 
competitors are still tied, the winner will have had the fewest failures across the entire competition. 
Thereafter, a jump-off will decide the winner.
History
High jump contests were popular in Scotland in the early 19th century, and the event was incorporated 
into the first modern Olympics Games in 1896.
Of the field events, the high jump has perhaps undergone the most radical changes of technique. The 
Eastern Cut-off, Western Roll and Straddle are methods that have been previously used by the world’s 
elite. However, the Fosbury Flop, which involves going over with the jumper's back to the bar and 
became possible with the introduction of foam landing beds in the early 1960s and popularised by the 
1968 Olympic champion Dick Fosbury, is now pre-eminent.
Did you know
Built up shoes were used by many top jumpers in 1956 and 1957, with soles of up to five centimetres. 
Yuriy Stepanov from the Soviet Union cleared what was then a world record height of 2.16m in 1957 
using such footwear but the IAAF banned these shoes the following year.
Gold standard
Ruth Beitia became Spain's first women's Olympic athletics gold medallist, and the oldest event winner, 
when she won at the Rio 2016 Olympic Games.

Did you know
The first modern athlete to throw the discus while rotating the whole body was Czech athlete Frantisek 
Janda-Suk. He invented the technique when studying the position of the famous statue of Discobolus. 
After only one year of developing the technique, he gained the Olympic silver in 1900.
Gold standard
US thrower Al Oerter is one of only two athletes to win the same individual event at four consecutive 
Olympic Games, from 1956 to 1968. Germany's Lars Riedel won five times at the IAAF World 
Championships, from 1991 to 1997, and then again in 2001 after finishing third in 1999.
Belarus' 2001 world champion Elena Zvereva is the oldest world champion, and medallist, in any discipline 
after winning her title at the age of 40 years and 268 days. She became the oldest competitor ever at the 
IAAF World Championships when she appeared at the 2009 World Championships in Berlin at nearly 49 
years of age.

Start

Finish
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Y9 Design and Technology – Summer Term 1 

Technical Drawing 

• The basics of technical drawing 
• How to use the tools and equipment 

used in technical drawing 
• How to Develop drawing and visualising 

skills. 
• Explore the technique of rendering and 

enhancing your drawings.

• To develop your skills to produce 

complex designs

Key Vocabulary

Tier 2 

Vocabulary

Definition

State To name or otherwise characterise

Describe Set out characteristics this maybe a feature, a 

pattern, a property or a process. Give some 

identification to what it may be like. 

Explain Set out purpose or reasons. 

Evaluate Judge from available evidence and consider several 

options, ideas or arguments (Pros/Cons,

Advantages/Disadvantages) and come to a 

conclusion

Tier 3 

Vocabulary 

Definition

Sketching is drawn without any ‘aids’, has no straight edges or 

uses any stencils or templates. 

Drawing A drawing uses straight edges and equipment to 

improve clarity and accuracy.

Line A long narrow mark or band

Curve A line or outline which gradually deviates from being 

straight for some or all of its length 

Horizontal A line that goes from right to left or left to right 

across the page

Vertical A line that goes from bottom to top or top to 

bottom on the page.

Parallel Two lines running side by side that will never meet

2D The quality of being two dimensional

3D The quality of being Three dimensional

Crating An aid to sketching 

Rendering Creating the illusion of light, Tone, and texture using 

graphic materials

Vanishing 

point 

All lines apart from the horizontal and vertical lines 

direct towards and meet at the vanishing point.

Key Facts

Questions: Answers:

State what equipment 

should be used when 

DRAWING a TRIANGLE 

correctly. 

Ruler, Compass, Pencil, Paper, 

Rubber

Describe what makes an 

isometric projection 

different from a oblique 

projection.

An Isometric projection has no 

horizontal lines as all lines that 

would be horizontal are drawn at 

30⁰. A Oblique projection is drawn 

at 45⁰ and can have horizontal 

lines because of this. 

Explain how to produce  a 

tonal scale on a curve.

1. Turn the sections into 5 tonal 

stripes

2. Lightly divide the curved 

shape into 5 sections

3. Add colour / shade getting 

lighter / darker each time in 

each section of the curve. 

4. Carefully blend together the 

tones

Shading can give an illusion of 

depth to your drawing

Evaluate the difference 

between a 1 point

perspective and 2 point 

perspective drawing 

Advantages Disadvantages

Conclusion

Key Diagrams



Shell
>>> 

What is your name: Amelia

Hello Amelia

>>>

COMPUTER SCIENCE

A – For Loop in Python

MISCONCEPTIONS
1. The For Loop command needs to be finished by 

a colon :
2. All instructions to loop need to be indented
3. Commands that are not part of the loop should 

return back the start of the line

B – Using Inputs in Python

name = input(“What is your name: ”)

print(”Hello”, name)

Shell
>>> 

What is your name: Amelia

Hello Amelia

>>>

CASTING EXPLAINED

a = str(input(“Enter string: ”))

b = int(input(“Enter whole number: ”))

c = float(input(“Enter decimal number: ”))

Turning the input() into the correct data type is called casting. The cast goes 

around the input(). Look at the additional brackets.

C – Random Numbers

D – While Loops

Shell



Key Vocabulary

Vocabulary Definition

Typography The art and technique of designing arranging 

letters.

Font / Typeface A set of printed letters, numbers, and other 

symbols of the same style.

Calligram A word or piece of text in which the design 

and layout of the letters creates a visual 

image related to the meaning of the words 

themselves.

Serif / Sans 

Serif

In typography, a serif is a small line or stroke 

regularly attached to the end of a larger 

stroke in a letter or symbol within a 

particular font or family of fonts.  San Serif is 

a font without these strokes.

Illuminated 

Letter

An illuminated letter was usually the 

first letter of a page in ancient books and 

manuscripts like The Book of Kells

(https://www.bbc.com/culture/article/20160

425-the-book-of-kells-medieval-europes-

greatest-treasure.) These were large and 

colourful, with areas in gold, while the rest of 

the text was black. The images used to 

illustrate the letters included animals, plants 

and mythical creatures.

Typography 1
Typography Artists

Jasper Johns was an 
American Pop artist. In the 
1960’s he produced a 
series of paintings by 
layering numerals and 
letter shapes on top of 
each other to create 
abstract designs. Some of 
his pantings are now 
estimated to be worth over 
20 million dollars.

Artist Robert Indiana 
created more than fifty 
versions of his LOVE 
sculpture which are now 
situated in cities  all over 
the world.

Sean Williams is an 
American designer and 
art director. His eye 
catching hand-drawn 
typographic designs have 
been featured in many 
advertising campaigns 
including McDonalds and 
American Express. He is 
most famous for his lyric 
portraits of famous 
singers 

The monks on the 
island of Iona (in 
Scotland) produced 
the Book of Kells
during the 9th Century 
AD. It is considered to 
be one of the most 
precious examples of 
Medieval Art.

• Most typefaces can be classified into one of four basic 
groups: those with serifs, those without serifs, scripts 
and decorative styles.

• Graphic designers and artists have explored the many 
creative possibilities of designing new letter forms. 

• Calligrams are often 
used by designers 
when creating logos 
for clients. 

ART

https://www.bbc.com/culture/article/20160425-the-book-of-kells-medieval-europes-greatest-treasure
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DRAMA

Section B: Planning a Project
When planning a Theatre in education piece 
companies must take into account:
• The age and size of the audience. The 

performance needs to suit the audience.
• The venue, its size and facilities such as lighting 

and whether there are any particular restrictions, 
e.g. they might not be allowed to tap dance as 
taps would damage the floor.

• Health and Safety issues. They’ll probably have to 
complete paperwork for this. It could cover 
anything from risk assessment for the journey to 
the venue, to checking there are no asthmatics in 
the audience if they plan to use dry ice.

• Teaching and Learning Objectives. What they have 
been asked to do and how they can deliver what’s 
required.

Section A

What is Theatre in Education?

Theatre in education is used to encourage effective learning in schools. It calls for careful consideration of the audience's age and 

requirements in order to engage them and get the message across. After the Second World War, people became aware that drama or 

theatre techniques might be useful as a way of encouraging effective learning in schools. This is known as Theatre in education or ‘TIE’ for 

short. The idea of a high impact performance for a specifically targeted school audience became hugely popular. Because the audiences 

are small, they can be encouraged to participate. 

Typical characteristics of TIE:

• There is a clear aim and educational objective running throughout.

• A small cast so actors must be versatile and often have to multi-role.

• A low budget so actors often play instruments too.

• The production must be portable so the design is simple and representational.

• They explore issues from various viewpoints, so we can see the effect of an action upon a range of people.

• There is some level of audience involvement.

• They are rarely wholly naturalistic because direct address or narration is used to engage the audience.

• The costumes are simple and representational, especially if actors have to multi-role.

• They may include facts and figures to educate the audience.

• They may have a strong message or moral running throughout.

Section C: Stages of Devising

Song: “Beautiful” by 

Christina Aguilera

Section D: Stimuli

Quote: “Social media 

isn’t social”



Section A: Context

The origin and birth of the blues is very closely linked to the history of the slave trade in America. African slaves brought their musical traditions with 

them when they were transported to work in the North American colonies. Early types of African American music included spirituals (religious songs 

using vocal harmony) and work songs. Slaves would sing work songs while working the plantations and religious spirituals in church. Combined with the 

African rhythms, these musical styles were the foundation of blues. Work songs were sung rhythmically in time with the task being done. They used call 

and response in which phrases from a lead singer were followed by the other singers. African music combined with the folk music of the white European 

settlers to produce new styles of music. The early style of blues was known as country blues and was usually a solo singer accompanied on guitar or 

piano sometimes with added harmonica or drums. The majority of blues musicians had descendants from Africa who were transported to America in the 

slave trade.

MUSIC

Section B: 12-Bar Blues

The 12-bar blues is a sequence of chords that lasts 

for 12 bars. This chord sequence was the 

foundation of many early blues songs. The grid 

below shows the 12-bar blues chord sequence in 

the key of C. Each letter represents a chord and 

each box lasts for a bar, usually 4 beats each.

Section D: Blues Scale

The blues scale is a pattern of notes (a scale) that has been altered slightly to sound more 

bluesy and jazzy. A normal C major scale uses the notes C D E F G A B C but in the blues scale we 

flatten the 3rd, 5th and 7th notes. These notes are called BLUE NOTES. The notes of the blues 

scale in C are below. We use the blues scale to create melodies and to improvise.

Section C: How to Play the Chords on Ukulele 
and Keyboard

Section E: How to Play the Blues scale 
on Ukulele and Keyboard


